We present a simple and reliable method for making electrical contacts to small organic molecules with thiol endgroups. Nanometer-scale gaps between metallic electrodes have been fabricated by passing a large current through a lithographically-patterned Au-line with appropriate thickness. Under appropriate conditions, the passage of current breaks the Auline, creating two opposite facing electrodes separated by a gap comparable to the length of small organic molecules. Current-voltage characteristics have been measured both before and after deposition of short organic molecules. The resistance of single 1,4-benzenedithiol and 1,4-bezenedimethanedithiol molecules were found to be 9MΩ and 26MΩ, respectively.
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Recently, it has been demonstrated [1, 2, 3, 4] that a single or a small assembly of molecules with length scale∼1nm can perform functions which are analogous to those of conventional semiconductor device elements. Molecular components are envisioned by many as a way to realize ultradense functional electronic circuits for logic and memory applications. One feature that distinguishes molecular electronics from the conventional electronic devices is the bottom-up method based on thermodynamically driven self-assembly of molecules, which may lead to molecule-based robust, fault-tolerant and defect-free nanodevices. In this context, metal-molecule-metal(m-M-m) junctions are being investigated for two reasons: first their application as key elements in future nanoelectronics and second the fundamental interest of understanding the mesoscopic transport through a single or small assembly of molecules. In spite of considerable progress, the field of molecule-based experiments is in its infancy. The major challenge in this field is interfacing nanometer-scale objects (molecules) with macroscopic circuits. The size of typical organic molecules is in the range of 1-10nm, hence at least two macroscopic metallic electrodes separated by the same distance are required for the most basic, nevertheless the most fundamental electrical measurements. Controlled fabrication in this length scale is beyond the scope of most present day lithographic techniques.
Several methods have been employed to fabricate metallic electrodes whose separation is comparable to the length of the organic molecules. In the first approach [5, 6, 7] , a mechanically controlled break junction(MCBJ) has been used to define electrodes with nanoscale separations suitable for transport measurements through a single molecule. In the second approach [8, 9, 10] , a scanning probe microscope(SPM) has been used to study the mesoscopic transport through molecules, generally within an organic monolayer. A third approach [11, 12] used a novel method combining electron-beam lithography and electromigration to fabricate metallic electrodes with nanometer separation. All of these techniques have been used to interface a chemically synthesized nanostructure to macroscopic electrodes separated by ∼1nm to investigate the mesoscopic transport either in a single molecule or a small assembly of molecules. The first two methods generally lack the electrical and mechanical stability required for transport measurements under different ambient conditions, e.g. over wide temperature ranges. Subsequent analysis [13] has raised questions about whether individual molecules are actually bonded across the gap in break junctions fabricated by the methods proposed in Ref. [5, 6, 7] . In principle, our method of fabrication of two electrodes with nanometer separation is similar to third method [11, 12] . Our method is relatively simple and highly reproducible and does not require sophisticated lithography. It is also suitable for performing transport measurements under different ambient conditions.
In this letter, we present a simple method to fabricate metallic electrodes with nanometer separation, and subsequent binding of simple organic molecules in the gaps using appropriate molecular end groups. The fabrication has been achieved by passing a large electrical current A pattern consisting of a Au line of length 2-10µm and width 2µm with two contact pads was deposited on an oxidized Si substrate (SiO 2 /Si). The thickness of the Au-finger was around 100Å and a thin wetting layer of Ti was used below the Au layer. These fabrication parameters are chosen such that the resistance of the Au-finger is within the range of 50 to 250Ω, which has been found to be the optimum resistance value for fabrication of electrodes with nanometer separation. to be correspond to an increase in the number of molecules bridging the contact gap. The increased conductance was generally observed in contact gaps with gap widths (inferred from pre-molecule conductance) that were comparable to the molecular length, and not observed in contacts with significantly larger gaps. It should also be noted that the conductance did not systematically increase upon exposure to the organic solvent (without molecules), indicating that the observed conductance was not due to leakage paths along the oxide surface or solvent-induced reconfiguration of the contact structures. The data are highly reproducible and the break junctions are stable up to ∼10V, which appears to be significantly higher than the stable bias for MCBJ samples (∼1.2V) [7] .
We have observed that devices showing a significant increase in conductivity following deposition of molecules generally exhibit I-V characteristics with comparable shapes, but approximately six distinct current levels. Fig.4 shows that the I-V curves of 6 devices, each divided by an integer, along with a histogram indicating the number of devices which exhibited the various conductance values. The observance of curves with the same shape, but scaled by integers, indicates that the curves observed for N=1 likely correspond to devices in which a single BDMT molecule is responsible for the conduction. Similar characteristics were obtained by Cui et. al. [10] in case of octanedithiol molecule using conducting atomic force microscope. Note that the data shown in Fig. 2 corresponds to a case in which a number of molecules are thought to be conducting in parallel, while the data in Fig. 3 correspond to the lowest observed conductance in this series, and therefore is thought to correspond to a single molecule. The I-V characteristics are highly reproducible, remain constant over several repeated measurements and are not affected by the factors mentioned in Ref. [7] There are several notable features of the I-V characteristics of the samples containing BDT and BDMT molecules. The I-V characteristics are linear at low bias(≤ 0.3V ) and the measured zero bias resistance of single BDT and BDMT molecules are found to be 10MΩ and 26MΩ, respectively. As expected due to the presence of the -CH 2 -groups, the observed resistance of the BDMT is higher. The significant conductance at low-bias, and lack of a significant conductance gap, are in strong contrast to prior reports of measurements obtained by SPM [8, 14] and by prior MCBJ studies. The measured values of low-field conductance are significantly higher than those observed in measurements using other contact structures. Over the measured voltage range, the I-V characteristics are relatively symmetric and nonlinear. This behavior, and the lack of a significant conductance gap, are consistent with the behavior expected for molecular conductors in which the density of states in the molecule is broadened significantly by strong coupling to the contacts [14, 15, 16] . The I-V characteristics of representative devices were measured versus temperature, and were observed to be consistent with tunneling-based conduction.
It should be noted that the I-V characteristics may be dominated by the contact properties, rather than intrinsic molecular properties, unless there are strongly coupled contacts at both ends of the molecule [15, 13, 16] , for example in chemically bonded contacts to each of the two opposite facing electrodes in a break junction,. In our case, the highly reproducible and symmetric I-V characteristics indicate that the contacts are stable and that the measured I-V relationships correspond to intrinsic electronic properties of individual molecules. The superposition of all I-V traces on a fundamental curve (Fig.4) provides evidence of (a) stable Au-S contacts at both ends of the molecule and (b) negligible in plane molecule-molecule interactions. Although techniques are currently not available to image the molecules within the break junction, the assumption of chemical bonding to the contacts is reasonable, based on the solvent-based deposition procedures on the pre-formed structures.
In previous studies [5, 6, 7] on current transport through a single molecule involving MCBJ structures, contacts to the molecule are often made and broken by mechanically pulling apart the junction and then bringing the contacts back together between series of measurements. This procedure likely results in variations in the microscopic contact at one end of the molecule due to either i) breaking and formation of a Au-S bond or ii) formation of 6 a physisorbed contact. These variations in the microscopic nature of the contact make it difficult to achieve symmetric and reproducible I-V characteristics in MCBJ samples. In has been suggested [13] that the current observed in early MCBJ structures flowed through an overlapping pair of molecules bonded between two opposite facing electrodes, rather then through an individual molecule bonded to both contacts. In our experiment, it is likely that the Au-S bonds are stable at both ends of the molecule, and therefore that the contacts remain stable versus time. In addition to providing consistent coupling to the contacts, this also provides consistent amounts of fractional charge to be transferred onto the molecule, leading to consistent shifts of the molecular level and consistent charging energy during I-V measurements. Hence the origin of symmetric and reproducible I-V characteristics in our case may be different from those obtained using MCBJ [5, 6, 7] . as shown in Fig.2 and Fig.3 , indicate that the transport in this study is in the fractional charge transfer regime. In this case the conductance gap E gap ∼ |E F − ǫ 0 | will be reduced by the contact and thermal broadening and can be given by [15] 
Hence, strong broadening of molecular levels, associated with strong coupling to the contacts, and a large charging energy can account for the observed reduction of the conductance gap.
These changes in the gap can explain, at least partially, the striking differences among 7 the I-V characteristics measured by different techniques [4, 7, 8, 14] . It has been observed that different measurements [4, 7] using the same nominal technique(MCBJ) exhibit large variations in I-V characteristics of a single molecule due to subtle differences [13] in the contact formation between Au and S atoms.
In conclusion, we have presented a novel method to form electrodes with nanometer scale spacing and to dock single (or few) molecules between the electrodes. We have measured the current-voltage relationships for two short aromatic molecules and observed repeatable characteristics. The lack of a significant conductance gap and the relatively large conductance values at low bias indicate that strong coupling has been achieved between the molecule and the metallic contacts. This method allows electrical transport measurements through a single molecule and can be used to characterize a large number of important organic molecules.
The use of lithographically defined structures allows this approach to be used for integrated circuit applications. 
